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Sure, it’s become known for executive 
humblebrags and ‘diaries’ from people who 
claim to be in the gym at 4am. But LinkedIn is 
still a marketer’s best friend, if used properly. 

Among its membership, LinkedIn counts executives 
from every Fortune 500 company. Users have an average 
household income of  £80,000. And more than half  
of  them are at senior-management level. Basically, 
LinkedIn users are affluent, experienced, ambitious  
and influential. They are frequently decision makers  
in their businesses.

LinkedIn for B2B

LinkedIn is also arguably the most useful social channel for B2B 
marketers. In terms of  lead generation, it’s far easier to prove ROI on a 
paid LinkedIn campaign than it is with its nearest competitor, Twitter, 
which is better suited to brand awareness.

But when planning and delivering paid LinkedIn campaigns, many 
marketers are starting from scratch, with very little knowledge of  what 
will help them obtain their campaign goals. Like…

 Properly setting targets for campaigns 
 
 Reporting on how targets have been met (or not met) 
 
 Lessons learnt for next time

All brands are different, so it’s important to identify goals and see what 
works for your specific audience.    

Here’s our guide to doing just that. With advice from OG paid social 
experts as well as a case study with Earth-i that demonstrates how 
we’ve practised what we preach, with award-winning outcomes.
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With over 550 million registered users, LinkedIn is the world’s 
largest professional online social network. So, if  you’re looking for 
more B2B leads, it’s the place to be. 

Sponsored Updates are an excellent way to increase the visibility of  
your posts and reach a new, specific type of  prospect. 

You can specify the type of  user you want your update to be promoted 
to by using a combination of  targeting options, including location, 
job title, company size, industry, skills, and age. As well as by visitor 
retargeting, company lists and accounts. Those same filtering options 
can also be used to exclude certain types of  users. 

LinkedIn will give you an estimate of  the audience size for your 
Sponsored Update and once you’ve tweaked your combination of  

targeting options, you’ll be asked to bid on the campaign. You can either 
pay each time somebody clicks on the post (cost-per-click or CPC), or for 
each time your update is shown (cost per 1,000 impressions or CPM). 
We usually recommend CPC for lead generation, though CPM may be 
relevant for campaigns that are purely for brand awareness.

Set either a daily or a total budget to ensure you don’t overspend  
on the campaign.

 LinkedIn sponsored  
 updates
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Pro Tip
With the CPC model, you pay if  somebody clicks on any 
of  the following in the post: company name, logo, post title, 
or the link. You don’t pay if  they take a social action such as 
commenting on, liking, or sharing it.
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Why do they work?

Audience targeting options let you create highly-tailored campaigns, 
so you know you’re reaching the right professionals  
at the right companies. 

For example, if  you choose to target London-based IT directors at 
companies with more than 200 employees, you can specify that in  
the settings. 

The ability to exclude certain types of  LinkedIn user is an excellent way 
to keep costs down, as it reduces the chances of  you paying for irrelevant 
clicks or impressions. For example, competitors and existing customers. 

Updates show up in a user’s newsfeed (marked as ‘Sponsored’) 
alongside activity from the contacts and companies they already 
follow, so they’re easier to spot than ads that appear at the side of   
the screen. 

Lead gen cards, which are relatively new to LinkedIn, allow users to 
fill-out forms without leaving the platform. This removes a barrier 
to entry for lead capture. All leads can then be downloaded from 
the platform. These cards work best when the main objective of  the 
campaign is to generate leads, rather than website traffic. They can  
also remove the need for a gated landing page.
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1
Create targeted audience settings  
Set a combination of  targeting options (specific job, 

location, industry, etc.) and ensure that the post is highly 
relevant for this type of  audience, as well as the page you’re 
linking to. The more targeted it is, the higher your CTR is likely 
to be, and the higher the conversion rate once your targets land 
on the page you’re directing them to.

2
One call-to-action (CTA) and one link  
You want to ensure that the people clicking are likely to 

take the next step and convert once they reach your landing page. 
The easiest way to do that is to have one clear CTA, and keep the 
number of  clickable distractions to a minimum. By having just 
one link, you’re giving prominence to that CTA, and prioritising 
clicks that are likely to actually convert. It doesn’t have to be a 
URL. In the case of  lead gen cards, sometimes it’s best to direct 
people straight to a form fill.

The anatomy of 
 a great LinkedIn 
 Sponsored Update

1
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3
Keep the copy short 
Your update will compete with a host of  activity that your 

target user is already subscribed to, so you don’t have long to make 
your point. You can’t expect somebody to engage if  the most 
engaging copy is truncated, so you need to know your character 
limits. Limits vary depending on device, but are around 300 
characters for a desktop, 160 for a tablet, and 35 for a mobile 
(although best practice for cross-platform campaigns is  
150 or fewer).

4
Get visual 
Pick the right image and it’ll help your update stand out on a 

user’s newsfeed. LinkedIn lets you attach an image (the max size is 
1,200 x 628 pixels) or a video. It’s worth taking advantage of  this 
feature, otherwise your post will automatically pull an image from 
the page you’re linking to, and it may not render exactly as you 
want it to. Carousel Ads allow marketers to tell an interactive story 
using multiple images.

5
Test to find the best 
Ultimately, you won’t know whether a Sponsored Update is 

going to be effective until you put it out there and see how well it 
performs. Create a few different versions (experiment with the text 
and images) and see which performs best.

3
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Pro Tip
To get the most out of sponsored posts,  
it’s worth creating one around a theme that you know is 
likely to perform well. Look at the open rates and CTRs of  
emails you’ve sent out in the past, as well as blog posts and 
LinkedIn posts that have generated the most engagement, 
and use them for inspiration. 

If  you don’t have much to draw from, post a range of  
updates on LinkedIn (either via your profile page or 
your company’s) and see which ones resonate with your 
audience. Not only does this give you an insight, it also 
provides some endorsement (via the comments and likes) 
should you decide to sponsor that post.
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Case study

Earth-I National 
Mapping and Cadastral 
Agencies
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Start and end date: 09/07/2018 - 08/08/2018  
(Paid LinkedIn campaign only)

Social media advertising is a great platform for growing brand 
awareness and generating leads. But getting it right isn’t always easy, 
especially when you’ve got a complicated brand message to promote. 

It’s one thing if  you’re selling hardware. Quite another if  you’re a global 
satellite company at the forefront of  the commercialisation of  space, 
trying to target execs at National Mapping and Cadastral Agencies 
(NMCA), like Octopus Group’s client Earth-i.

Which is why we were delighted to learn that our NMCA campaign 
for Earth-i won the LinkedIn Marketing Award for Best B2B Brand 
Campaign for Small Businesses.

It’s no wonder really; our paid LinkedIn campaigns delivered 118,000 
impressions and over 2,300 clicks, with a CPL as low as £8.44 and a 
CPC of  £1.57, generating more than 300 leads in 20 countries. When 
you consider the average CPL for a B2B marketing campaign can reach 
into the hundreds and the average CPC can go up to £13, you might call 
these ‘out of  this world’ results! 
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Dissect the brief 
Earth-i tasked us with identifying and creating a 

messaging framework and marketing strategy for its  
NMCA buyer persona. The key objectives were to:

 Reach Earth-i’s specific addressable audience of   
 around 1,000 national mapping agency executives  
 in over 200 countries 
 
 Raise awareness across language barriers and  
 countries at different stages of  development 
 
 Drive leads to support and influence a long buying cycle  
 of  up to two years

We referred back to these objectives throughout the campaign to 
ensure we remained on brief, and created a marketing strategy 
that covered the stages described next.

So, how on earth did we manage this, you ask? Well here it is.  
Our astronomically successful eight-step plan:
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2
Put the right tools in place 
As a HubSpot partner, we were well positioned to guide 

Earth-i through the integration process with their website and 
Salesforce. We built templates for landing pages and emails, 
using best practice to drive engagement and encourage form fills.

Get the messaging right 
We ran a messaging workshop with key Earth-i 

stakeholders to paint a picture of  the NMCA buyer persona, 
including who they are, what drives their behaviour, and how 
they think and buy. A second workshop gave us the information 
we needed to create Earth-i’s overall NMCA proposition 
framework, which would underpin all campaign messaging.

Create engaging content 
With the new messaging in place, we created sustainable 

content for prospects to engage with across the marketing 
funnel, including an infographic, eGuide, case study and NMCA 
proposition document. All the content was brought to life with 
Earth-i’s own incredible satellite images to give it a creative edge 
and engage the audience.
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The paid LinkedIn platform 
We decided to use the paid LinkedIn platform as it’s a great 

tool for reaching niche audiences. We created bespoke ads using 
the NMCA messaging, and split tested the promotion between 
Sponsored Updates – to drive the audience to gated landing pages 
– and in-platform lead generation cards, with a reduced barrier 
to lead capture.

There was a total addressable audience of  around 1,000 national 
mapping agency executives across 200 countries. We used 
our persona information for very specific audience targeting. 
And each ad format was divided into categories, targeting by 
seniority, job title, location or company, so we could be sure we 
were reaching the right prospects.

A multi-channel approach 
Every successful marketing campaign needs a  

multi-channel approach that gets to all the platforms  
used by the key audience. So, we created an organic social 
campaign for LinkedIn and Twitter, blogs for the Earth-i  
website, and an email campaign to amplify the content further.
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Capture and nurture leads 
Our content was hosted on bespoke HubSpot landing 

pages, with copy that encouraged downloads. eGuide form-fills 
triggered entry to the campaign workflows, which helped push 
prospects through the funnel by feeding relevant content at each 
stage, turning leads into Marketing Qualified Leads (MQLs). 

Aim for the sky 
Our aim for this campaign was to deliver bigger and better 
results for Earth-i. That meant regular analysis of  our 

work, optimising activities, and then making improvements, 
whether that was A/B testing landing pages, switching-off lower 
performing ads, tweaking the creative, amending workflow paths, 
or experimenting with the time of  day paid campaigns ran.

And we didn’t stop there. If  your target audience is hungry for 
your content, then making sure there’s more to give them is  
a no brainer. We kicked off a second phase of  activity to  
re-market relevant content to people who engaged with the 
initial campaign, and to push them through the funnel.

Paul Majmader, Commercial Director at Earth-i, said: 
“LinkedIn has proven itself to be a good platform to 
reach our target audience in the mapping sector.”

8
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Jonathan Sumner, Business Development Director at Earth-i, said:  
“We will continue to work with the Octopus Group due 
to their outstanding account planning and management 
and, now very much proven, paid social media strategies 
and expertise.”
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What next?
Using some of  the advice we’ve offered up in this guide, you can try out 
– or improve upon – your own paid LinkedIn campaigns. Keep a close 
eye on the ads, try to identify which content performs best, and put 
money behind that format. 

These are good guidelines for successfully using LinkedIn’s paid 
advertising offering, but ultimately, you will find the most success if  
you’re able to see what works best for your specific, targeted audience. 
The image design and copy you use will also depend upon your 
campaign goals: do you want webpage visits? Report downloads? 
Video views? Tailor your campaign accordingly. 

Finally, at the risk of  stating the obvious: once you’ve got those leads, 
make sure you have a plan in place to nurture them. Don’t let them 
drop off! Continue to provide your new prospects with carefully 
tailored content, and coax them towards conversion.
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Thank you for reading

To see our other resources  
visit octopusgrp.com

Would you benefit from support  
with your paid social strategy? 

Get in touch to find out how we could  
help you generate high-quality leads.

https://www.octopusgrp.com
https://www.octopusgrp.com
mailto:hello%40octopusgrp.com?subject=

